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Bonjour!
While some companies show up to your door with a phone book (do they even still make those things?) sized portfolio and attempt to sell you
everything for every nook and cranny of your establishment, we at Vintage Imports look at things a little bit differently.
Our philosophy takes in to account that we cannot be everything to everybody — therefore we choose instead to focus on what it is that we
can execute really well, and Bordeaux is surely one of those things.
In selecting the Bordeaux wines for our all new 2018 offer, we looked to find producers that share our mantra and vision. Family-owned,
sustainably/organically farmed, high quality, and excellent values are what we are seeking.
The 2015 Vintage was an excellent one in Bordeaux, and like many before it, it is shaping up as the vintage that people will be searching
for in years to come. Our agenda for this offer was to try and feature as many wines from this stellar vintage as we could while still sourcing
some excellent wines from other vintages as well.
One of the key components in the year-over-year success of our Bordeaux offers are the ‘boots on the ground’ in Bordeaux. Over the years
we have developed amazing partnerships with our producers, growers, negociants, brokers, and importers in that they know our affinities,
what performs well in our markets, and because they are there, enable us to take advantage of limited and small-lot opportunities we would
otherwise not have exposure to. For this first time, our offer includes a more thorough introduction to one of those partners, Maison Lestapis.
Developed for 5 generations by the Letapis family, the company was recently sold in 2013 and today Aurelien Revillon and Frederic Lavergne
are the backbone behind the company and are focusing on ‘petit chateau’ producers that provide amazing values.
We have samples available of a large number of the wines featured in this offer and invite you to contact your Vintage Imports Wine
Consultant to schedule a tasting.
Å votre santé!
Sincerely,

Geoff Butler

Geoff Butler
Director of Wine Education

Orders are due no later than April 5th, 2018
Estimated delivery in late May, 2018
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More than just red..

With all the hype surrounding Red Bordeaux globally, not
much is discussed when it comes to the whites. However, the
overlooked and often overshadowed whites can provide some
of the best experiences throughout the entire appellation and
have earned the right to be considered among the greatest
whites in the world. Production of white wine
also accounts for only about 8% of the total
production in Bordeaux, signifying that it is
not exuberantly overproduced and is ideally
kept in locations that suit it best.

blended wines over generations to help hedge the quality of
production from year to year. The blends for whites are mostly
Semillon and Sauvignon Blanc, but Muscadelle also has a
small role in the region. Over 50% of the white production
comes from the Semillon grape, but it is the world renowned
Sauvignon Blanc that is the leader for quality.
The cool, maritime region is very well suited
to the nature of Sauvignon Blanc, and the
gravelly, well-drained soils along the
Garonne and the Dordogne offer the
best examples. Graves is considered
the top producing AOP in the region, but
there are great values found in all of the
southeastern reaches of the region and
in between the two rivers, ‘entre deux
mers’, the Dordogne and the Garonne.

Blended wines from new-world producers
have recently become extremely popular,
though Bordeaux has been doing just
that for thousands of years - both reds
and whites. Due to the climate and
vintage variation, the region has relied on

Chateau Chanteloiseau Cuvee Jean Jules
Graves 2016

Chateau Clou du Pin
Bordeaux 2017

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Château Chanteloiseau is located near Mazères in the charming rural portion of
southern Graves. The Latrille-Bonin family, proprietors of this château for several
generations, are blessed with 48 hectares (118 acres) of the appellation’s deep gravel
and clay soils that lend themselves to the name Graves. Delicate straw color, deep
aromas of wild grasses, herbs and stone fruits with balanced and racy acidity
thanks to a healthy dollop of Sauvignon Blanc.

The Fontana familly has several Château on their domain including Château
Fontana, Château Clou du Pin and Château le Bédat. They are located at Gensac
on the highest slope of the Gironde, only at 15 km from Saint Emilion. The
vineyard is planted in clay-limestone soils on hillside heights up to 120 meters. As
a result, the parcels are exposed South - South West which allows ideal sunshine
to obtain perfect maturity. This wine is characterized by a pale yellow color, with
a green glow due to its youth. The nose is expressive with a distinctive minerality
due to the soils. In the mouth, the wine has a good attack, alive with bright
acidity and notes of lime. It finishes with a note of sweetness followed by a
beautiful length. This white wine will go very well with a raw scallop carpaccio or
langoustines with citrus and all kinds of crustaceans and shellfish.

Chateau Lagrugere
Bordeaux 2016

Chateau Pilet
Bordeaux 2016

Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: HB Wine Merchants
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

This estate began producing wine in the 17th century. The Gonfrier family
purchased this property in 1962, extending its vineyards over the coming years.
This wine is all about fresh fruit and refreshing acidity. Crisp citrus, green apples
and a touch of apricot give a fruitiness balanced by a steely mineral texture. It is
full of acidity while keeping a ripe, fruity character.

Chateau Pilet is located on the “Right Bank” in Entre-Deux-Mers. Their Bordeaux
Blanc is comprised of the classic blend of Sauvignon Blanc and Semillon that
has been fermented and aged in stainless steel. It is crisp and slightly herbaceous
with citrus tones and hints of grapfruit. The Semillon adds body and character to
deliver a rich finish that lingers on the palate.
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Cabernet Sauvignon grapes, ready to be harvested
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The task of finding value in Bordeaux has become less cumbersome in recent years. For decades, Bordeaux has had an issue with overproduction, literally referred to as “a lake of wine” due to the popularity of the region leading back to Roman rule, its logistical location, and
the growth of negociants in the late 1700’s. Bordeaux is over 200,000 acres, over four times the size of Napa Valley, and produced an
astonshishing 64 million cases in 2016, less than 5% of which are actually ‘classified’ wines. Napa Valley, in contrast, is smaller by acreage,
four times as much, but 60 times smaller in production at only 1.4 million cases produced (2015). With that being said, there is a lot of wine
being made in Bordeaux, so the question is, how do we find the values? It all starts with a vision, a plan, and good partners that share the
same or similar vision. These days, there are quality producers coming out of Bordeaux, and there are great quality negociants as well, but
you just need to find them. Today, the next generation is choosing to play a part of the viticulture, the vinification as well as the export of their
wines in opposition of selling off their fruit to the co-op or negociant as their parents did.
At that time, the infrastructure, the global markets, and the ‘know-how’ didn’t exist, but today is a different story. The term ‘negociant” also
shouldn’t be met with displeasure as there are many negociants that are and have become great partners of importers small and large.
They are the professionals on the ground, and they can help you greatly when sifting through the ‘lake’ of wine. With the youth now taking
over the vineyards and the winery, there is more care taking place in the process, and there is value in carrying on the family tradition. It is
through these networks that we are also looking for the values, the wines that offer great competative quality at a fair price. By dealing with
a range of family producers, negociants, and petit chateaus, we have been able to provide a selection of wines to fit all occasions and have
confidence it its value.

88
Chateau Blouin
Bordeaux 2014

Chateau de Monrecueil
Bordeaux Superieur 2015

Broker: HB Wine Merchants
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: Gironde et Gascogne
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

This family owned and operated estate is run by Isabelle Valbom-Nadal in
the Graves de Vayres area. Here the vines are carefully tended, de-budded to
control vigor, with leaf removal and cluster thinning to enhance the flavors.
Both the Merlot and Cabernet Franc in this wine are vinified in both stainless
steel and concrete vats using temperature control. A long and cool maceration
combined with traditional fermentation are utilized and then the components
are aged for 12 months in vat and then blended and bottled. This wine is 80%
Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc grown on clay, gravel, and silty soils.

This is the second wine from the highly esteemed Chateau de Belcier in the
Castillon with 52 of 67 hectares under vine. The vineyard is planted on claylimestone soils and subsoils and planted to 69% Merlot, 26% Cabernet franc, and
5% Malbec. The resultant wine is smooth and round, modern and polished. It
remains fresh while ripe at the end with lush berry fruits and tannins providing
broad support for the fruitiness. It’s ready to drink now.

Chateau Haut-Bicou
Bordeaux 2015
Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Haut-Bicou is a 13,50 hectares family vineyard located in Salignac, 30 km north
from Bordeaux. It is cultivated by a wine-grower, Frederic Lahaye. The property
has many plots, located on the best soil of Salignac and surrounding areas. That
parceling out provides distinctive features to our wines. The vineyard management and maintenance are based on the respect of soil and grapevine (friendly
cultivation practice). Grassed and ploughed soils are alternatively mechanically
maintained (without chemical weed kller).

Finding great value..
t 215.788.1300
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Chateau Le Roc
Bordeaux 2016

Chateau Luby
Bordeaux 2014

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Cédric Landié owns this 60-hectare property on clay and siliceous soil. The
vineyard was planted 30 years ago with 60% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Sauvignon,
and 20% Cabernet Franc. An early-drinking wine with a deep garnet red color.
The aromatic profile shows some complexity with notes of black fruits and berries
as well as a hint of vanilla. The tannins are balanced and silky.

Light ruby in hue, and exudes impressions of polished leather, red cherry, red
currant, cigar box and fennel. Medium bodied and dusty, it’s fruity through the
mid-palate with dry, silky tannins in the back end.

Chateau Pilet
Bordeaux 2014

Chateau Ramage La Batisse
Le Coq de Ramage
Bordeaux Superieur 2016

Broker: HB Wine Merchants
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: Gironde et Gascogne
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Château Pilet AOC Bordeaux, is the property of the Queyrens family, with an
estate covering 70 hectares in the commune of Donzac in the region of Entre Deux
Mers, on the hillsides overlooking the Garonne. For over 100 years our family
farm has preserved and passed on its know-how and its passion for wine from
generation to generation. Aromas of ripe fruit, spicy notes and silky tannins give
this wine its strong personality.

t 215.788.1300

Ramage la Batisse is 55 years old and beginning to show the potential of its
vineyard near Pauillac. ‘Le Coq’ is an exciting new wine from Georges Pauli and
crew with intense ruby crimson color; lots of fruit on the nose with floral touches;
well-rounded and mellow in the mouth – aromatic and expressive with smooth
tannins and great freshness. Easy to drink, a lovely wine.
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Saint Emilion

Long thought to be the understudy to the more commercialized ‘Left Bank’, the ‘Right Bank’ holds its own when it comes to making
world class wines. St. Emilion in particular is a commune that is experiencing considerable growth and an adoption of the ‘Grower’ or
“Garagistes” producer philosophy. The next generation producers are bringing a new vibe to the original Bordeaux producing village
that focuses on quality and pure expression of the terroir. Merlot is king in St. Emilion, as in the rest of the Right bank, blended with
Cabernet Franc for added complexity. Built on top of a limestone plateau (as seen in the background photo), St. Emilion has great
diversity in soil deposits throughout the appellation. More gravel alluvials in the Northwest, limestone subsoils just below the village
to the south, clay and calcareous soils at the lower slopes of the plateau as well as in the east, and more sand and gravel the closer
you get to the Dordogne River, south and west of the village.
Along with the main AOP of St. Emilion, there are four other ‘satellite’ villages that have been granted permission to append the village
name to the St. Emilion designation. These are worth highlighting as they offer up amazing values.
Montagne Saint Emilion is the largest of the satellites and is named after the rolling hills around the village. The vineyards are mostly
south facing with limestone and clay soils. The wines here are typically elegant, medium body and robust with classic ‘stemmy’ and
mineral notes.
Lussac Saint Emilion is the most northerly of the satellites. It is a slightly higher elevation than St. Emilion and has more rolling hills
with gravels and sands over limestone. Wines here show structure but are welll balanced and elegant. Try Chateau Les Vielles
Pierres for a great example of this village.
Puisseguin de Saint Emilion is on the easternmost edge of the satellites and is half the size of the neighboring Lussac Saint Emilion. It
has the highest elevation at around 250-300 feet with clay-chalk over calcareous rocks which produce more heady, rich and complex
wines.
Saint Georges de Saint Emilion is the smallest of the satellite appellations - and as a matter of fact, the smallest appellation in all
of Bordeaux - yet quite possibly has the richest history and legacy. The appellation itself is a chateau centered with small estates
outlying. The hamlet is said to have belonged to Saint Georges who was an officer of the Roman army and slayed the dragon of the
hamlet. The wines here are kown to be more dense and black fruit driven with formidable tannins and structure.

Chateau de La Cour Cuvee Jean Jules
Saint Emilion 2014

Chateau Guilhemanson
Saint Emilion Grand Cru 2012

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

This exclusive cuvee from a highly reputable Chateau and exhibits beautiful ruby
color. A medium bodied, classic right bank Bordeaux with red and black fruits,
dried and bramble, lean mineral with spice components rounded out with hints
of toast and vanilla.

Bought in 1780 by the British Williamson family, they turned the estate name
into Guilhemanson to sound more French and get through the 1789 revolution.
Black fruits aroma, sweet cherry taste, little vanilla, with balanced body, and
the classical tanic aftertaste. A “modern” Saint Emilion providing very good value
for money.

t 215.788.1300
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Outcropping of limestone on the Saint Emilion plateau

Chateau Gachon
Montagne Saint Emilion 2014
Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

At Château Gachon, the Arpin family (who own four châteaux in the region)
have invested heavily in the estate over the last decade. Consequently, quality
has never been higher. Jean-Baptiste and his son Gael combine Merlot with both
Cabernets (Sauvignon and Franc) to make this outstanding, oak-aged cuvée. Nice
depth of color, the nose offers plenty of promise, with blackcurrant and caramel
oak, and then the domineering, plummy, spicy fruitcake aromas of Merlot. A well
composed, nicely polished wine.

t 215.788.1300
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Chateau Les Vieilles Pierres Chateau Louvie
Lussac Saint Emilion 2013 Saint Emilion Grand Cru 2014
Broker: JJ Mortier Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Château Les Vieilles Pierres is a family property in Lussac-Saint-Emilion
since 2 generations. It produces typical wine of AOC Lussac-Saint-Emilion
from their 20-hectare vineyard. The wine offers a nose of ripe fruit aromas
dominated by plum and cassis. It advances powerful tannins and, lots of
charm and fullness. A well-balanced wine!

Owner/winemaker Christian Veyry crafts seductive Saint-Émilion with
bags of charm from an outstanding terroir, below the village of St Laurentdes-Combes. Rich, very ripe nose of plum & cassis fruit, with an attractive
aromatic edge of Cabernet Franc refinement and elegance overlaying notes
of spice within the core.

Chateau Rocher Figeac Chateau Tour Renaissance
Saint Emilion 2016 Saint Emilion Grand Cru 2014
Broker: JJ Mortier Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL Pack & Size: 6/750mL

Château Rocher-Figeac was created in 1880 by M. Rocher, ancestor of
the Tournier family who are the current owners. The property is located
at “Figeac”, a place located to the west of St-Émilion and adjacent to the
vineyard of the famous Grand Cru Classé Château Figeac. The family also
owns Château Rocher-Bonregard in Pomerol, thus producing two very fine,
small production right bank wines that offer tremendous value and classic
flavor profiles.

The story of the Mouty family in wine starts in 1923 when Donat Mouty, in
love with the culture and wine of Saint-Emilion, decided to buy the Château
du Barry. In 1982, the Mouty family bought Château Tour Renaissance,
with vineyards averaging 35 years old on clay/limestone soils. It produces a
wine with lovely deep, ruby-red color. A warm, complex nose, intermingling
woody touches with black fruit. On the palate: a well-balanced, harmonious
wine. The slight woodiness lends it body and enhances the finish with
pleasant toasted notes. Aware that sustainable farming has always been
practiced in the family, they are transitioning all of their vineyards to the
organic label AB in 2016.

View of the Saint Emilion plateau from the Saint Emilion Monolithic Church

t 215.788.1300
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More Right Bank wines..
Dense clay soil of the Right Bank. Merlot thrives in clay, hence the merlot-heavy blends of the region

Chateau Beynat Castillon 2014

Chateau Maison Neuve Blaye 2014

Broker: JJ Mortier Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: JJ Mortier Pack & Size: 6/750mL

This organically cultivated hillside property faces due south, overlooking the
Dordogne. 55%Merlot, 30% Cabernet Franc, 10% Cabernet Sauvignon and 5%
Malbec, the vines are planted in clay and sands on a limestone base. Thrilling,
bright ruby colour, the 2014 has a gentle, scented aroma of great purity and
elegance. The wine has intense, vibrant fruitiness, full of energy and finely
crafted textures. A beguiling wine, this will give great immediate enjoyment.

This 40-hectare family estate is owned by Alexia Eymas. It has been passed down
for several generations (1884), transmitted from woman to woman, each one
having contributed its energy to advance the quality and reputation of wines.
Today Alexia, surrounded by a strong team, adds a modern, artistic and avantgarde note to an old craft. Intense ruby color and aromas of ripe red berries. In
the mouth, it is rich raspberries and cherries and a noticeable dollop of vanilla &
oak. Ideal to accompany white and red meats and cheeses.

Chateau Pilet Prestige Bordeaux 2015

92

Chateau Rocher Bonregard Pomerol 2014

Broker: HB Wine Merchants Pack & Size: 12/750mL

From a plot located on a high point of the Gironde. The altitude and sunshine
allows the Cabernet to fully mature very evenly and a wine that is very dense
and rich in the mouth. It is aged for a year in oak barrels to refine the tannins
and add character and grace. The color is red-purple, and the toasted nose offers
black fruit flavors, supported by a candied note revealing beautiful maturity.
With a broad palate, this wine shows beautiful harmony.

Chateau de Belcier Castillon 2014

89

Broker: JJ Mortier Pack & Size: 12/750mL

This small family property was established in 1880 by one of the ancestors of the
Tournier family, whose name was ROCHER. He gave his name to the Chateau.
It is managed now by M. Tournier, same owner as Château Rocher Figeac. It’s
a traditional wine, a bit rustic but with a deep color. A fruity nose with a little
aroma of musk. The mouth is slightly woody with a good concentration.

Chateau Tertre Samonac Cotes de Bourg 2015

Broker: Gironde et Gascogne Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: Lestapis & Cie Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Belcier is one of the two winemaking properties acquired during the 1980s by an Made from organically grown grapes. Deep purple color with lumenescent
important mutual, Macif (the other is Ramage La Batisse). The investments and highlights. Powerful nose evoking cherries in eau-de-vie. In the mouth a tannic
the wisdom of the management of the operation have made this property one of attack and the same fruity aromas mixed with earthy notes.
the leaders of the appellation. This estate wine of Belcier is rich and complex. It
has great tannins as well as dark black fruits that give a ripe character. Juicy,
fruity and still young, it has great potential.
t 215.788.1300
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In stark contrast to the Right Bank, the gravel
soils of the Left Bank provides excellent drainage
for Cabernet Sauvignon to thrive
t 215.788.1300
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Chateau Bellegrave
Medoc 2016

Chateau Chanteloiseau Cuvee Jean Jules
Graves 2014

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

This is NOT Château Belgrave, a 5th Grand Cru in Haut-Medoc, nor Bellegrave
(the Pomerol), nor Belle-Graves from Lalandes de Pomerol that can be confused
with this wine. However, this is the always reliable Bellegrave from Medoc. For
the past decade, a staple in our Bordeaux arsenal, it delivers again with dark
ruby hues and aromas of black fruits and vanilla. In the mouth the wine is dense
and chock full of ripe fruit. There are some mild tannins and hints of vanilla and
spice on the finish.

Château Chanteloiseau is situated in the Langon commune. Bountiful aromas of
red and black fruits, with a touch of minerality to add complexity. Well-balanced
and substantial in the mouth with some grip, the pure fruit flavors lingering on
to a pleasant and lingering finish.

Chateau Morin
Saint Estephe 2012

Chateau Phelan Segur Frank Phelan
Saint Estephe 2012

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Château Morin is located in Saint-Corbian of Saint Estephe. It is calm, peaceful
and an under-heralded producer from the region. Originally owned by the Morin
family, in July 2005, Chateau de Pez, owned by Champagnes Roederer, bought
the estate and set out to replant vineyards and renovate the cellars and things
have been steadily on the rise since. A gorgeous nose leads on to plump velvet
dark fruits with lots of spice within this red wine.

Created in 1986, Frank Phelan, the second wine of the Château, bears the
name of the son of Bernard Phelan, founder of the estate. Frank Phelan comes
from 15 hectares of old vines and a selection of vines of less than ten years.
It respects the classic values of the Château by expressing another facet of its
terroir. Frank Phelan associates indulgent fruit, intense and compelling, with an
elegant structure of silky tannins. It undergoes 14 months’ aging. Its roundness
and suppleness allow it to be enjoyed from a young age.

91

Chateau Plantey de Lieujean Cuvee Jean Jules
Haut Medoc 2014

Chateau Ramage La Batisse
Haut Medoc 2010

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: Gironde et Gascogne
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

The Plantey de Lieujean, is produced by Jean-Michel Lapalu, from the far north
of the Haut-Médoc appellation. Wines have been produced at Lieujean since
the 19th century, and It offers amazing value and quality. Deep red claret with
dark fruit aromas, rounded with a touch of chocolate on the palate. A superb
accompaniment to red meat dishes. This is destined to be a favorite!

World renowned winemaker, Georges Pauli, deserves a lot of the credit for
helping to reinvigorate, replant and rebuild this property near Pauillac which
received promotion to Cru Bourgeois Superieur in 2003. This 2010 tastes rich and
sweetly fruity, while its acidity supports firm tannins and ripe, jammy black
fruit flavors. It’s for medium-term aging over the next 4–5 years.

90
Chateau Tourteran
Haut Medoc 2010
Broker: Gironde et Gascogne
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

While Tourteran is the ‘second label’ from Chateau Ramage La Batisse, it is no
wonder it is a bigger seller here. While the focus is on creating a wine that is
drinkable close to its release, this is still a powerful, concentrated Cabernet-centric wine. It has maturing dark tannins, the black currant fruit integrating perfectly. Dark and dense, it’s drinking amazingly well now, but still has some good
life ahead of it as well.

t 215.788.1300
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Broker Spotlight: Lestapis et Cie
The story begins in 1818, when the Lestapis Brothers, from Gascony, settled in Bordeaux to establish their wine shipping company. The business
quickly thrived and the Lestapis Brothers purchased Château Calon Ségur in Saint-Estèphe, which they kept until the end of the 19th century. They
diversified their activity with coffee trading and the exploitation of three plantations in Cuba. After the First World War, René de Lestapis became the
exclusive agent of the port of Bordeaux for the most famous Cognac houses, instigating a know-how in the spirits that persists today.
After 5 generations of Lestapis, the activity refocused itself on Bordeaux Wines Trading, and was then sold, as no member of the family wished to
take up the business. In 2013, Aurélien Révillon, also from this same Gascon culture of the production of Armagnac and Wines of Southwest France,
acquired this beautiful house. Frédéric Lavergne, whose wine trading background in Bordeaux gives him a great experience and a sharp focus of the
markets, joined him in 2015 and became a partner in 2016.
Today Lestaps is a member of the Union des Maisons de Bordeaux. It is also one of the last traders located in the historical district of Chartrons in
Bordeaux. This house maintains the heritage and tradition of its founders, whilst diversifying the activity and pursuing its development. Most of the
producers which Lestapis represents are Petits Chateaux; mostly winegrower-owned properties producing wines with character, class, and excellent
value.
Bordeaux is an extremely large wine producing region, but only a small percentage of the wines are recognized as “fine” wines or “classified growth”.
The classfied growths were established in 1855 and were credited for identifying the best wines from the Medoc, the left bank of the Gironde in
Bordeaux, ranking the producers, in order, from First to Fifth classifed growth designations. Needless to say, there were some that felt a little out,
which would be understandable, as even today the classification, even though has seen a handful of amendments take place over the years, still
remain somewhat outdated according to some industry professionals, negociants and local producers. Since 1855 the landscape has changed
greatly, Bordeaux is the second largest wine producer in France and produces over three times as much wine as Napa Valley. Today, the younger
generations are taking over the estates and forgoing negociants, something that has been generally thematic throughout Europe recently, and they
are working to make high quality wines. These ‘petit chateaus’ are starting to gain more interest from brokers & importers as they typically offer
excellent values in the market. Petit chateau is not actually a regulated term, and could also include estates that are owned by families that are quite
large and possibly even own multiple estates, while others are, as the name might suggest, petit, a more humble presence yet still with the same
focus to produce great wine.

t 215.788.1300
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Chateau Le Breton
Bordeaux Superieur 2016

Chateau Bechereau
Lalande de Pomerol 2016

Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Source: Cooperative
Pack & Size: 6/750mL

Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Pack & Size: 6/750mL

Family property since the middle of the 19th century, the Château Bechereau is
a wine estate of 25 hectares including 9 ha in Bordeaux superieur, 10.5 ha in
Montagne -Saint-Emilion and 5.50 ha in Lalande-of-Pomerol. Their Lalande de
Pomerol is produced on Neac soils whose characteristic is to combine clays and
surface sands, this combination to ensure a harmonious combination of power and
elegance. A classic, medium bodied claret, with firm but ripe tannins and with a
good balance of black fruits, toasty notes and some sweet spice.

This Domaine is composed of several vineyards grouping the Chateau Fontana,
Clou du Pin, Le Breton and Haut Claribes, all practicing sustainable agriculture.
This beautiful property is surrounded by 29 acres of vines located in the village of
Gensac. The hilly Bordeaux region overlooks the Dordogne River, and is a fantastic
place to produce great quality Bordeaux wines. With its charming ruby color and
a delicate nose of red fruits, this wine offers full body and supple mouthfeel with a
long, pleasant finish. Vinification is done per plot in stainless steel vats with micro
oxygenation. The nose shows red fruits and flowers, and in mouth, we discover
fruits and silky tannins and finishes with spicy notes.

Chateau Haut Grignon
Medoc 2014

Chateau de La Dauphine Delphis de La Dauphine
Fronsac 2014

Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Pack & Size: 6/750mL

Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Pack & Size: 6/750mL

Haut Grignon is located in the Medoc region and belongs to Bruno Segond, who
also owns Château Lousteauneuf. The Chateau was elevated to Cru Bourgeois in
2013 and sits on classic “distinctly Bordeaux” gravely-clay limestone terroir. The
2014, with 67% Cabernet Sauvignon, produces this black currant rich and crisply
fruity wine. The wood aging and the fruit tannins are integrating well, giving a
wine that is bright, packed with fruit and likely to age well over the medium term.

Over the course of its 350 years, this property has gradually increased in size,
and now has 53 hectares of vines. Continuing the efforts undertaken over the
past fifteen years by the previous owners, the Labrune family intends to pursue
the same strategy of producing high quality biodynamic wines that express the
finesse of their terroir. Delphis de La Dauphine is the property’s second wine and is
produced from the vines in the Château’s enclos (walled vineyard).

Chateau Pimorin
Haut Medoc 2010

Chateau Rougier
Bordeaux 2015

Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Pack & Size: 6/750mL

The Château Pimorin comes from the blending of selected cuvees of Ch. Fontesteau,
an estate located in the city of Saint Sauveur near Saint-Estèphe, renowned for
the quality of its wines. The estate dates back the 13th century. A supple, wellbalanced, round wine with a firm elegant structure, fruity with loads of ripe
black-fruit intertwined with spices and ripe soft tannins. Drink with red meats,
game and cheeses.

Located in the commune of Rimons, Château Rougier’s vines are planted on a
clay-limestone soil. The surface of the vineyard represents 45 ha, and the average
age of the vines is 20 years , where, generation after generation, they continue to
push for higher quality. The varieties are vinified separately and blended in just
the right amounts to obtain the final cuvée. Total destemming, Fermentation in
temperature controlled stainless steel vats yields a wine with a pretty ruby color
and fine aromas of red fruits. In the mouth it displays a round and fleshy texture
with structured tannins and fruity flavors.: Merlot (60%), Cabernet Franc (20%)
and Cabernet Sauvignon (20%).

Chateau Saint Loubert
Graves Rouge 2016
Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Pack & Size: 6/750mL

Château Saint Loubert is housed in one of the oldest mansions in the region, from
the 15th or 16th century. The vineyard is concentrated on 11.5 hectares, planted on
the most exposed plots of the estate, which allows the grapes to be picked, even in
difficult years, at full maturity. Nose of red fruits and licorice. On the palate the
wine is clear, with a nice freshness and intensity. Very nice wine with persistent
aromas.
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Premium Selections..

With only 5% of total Bordeaux production recognized as “classified growths,” the challenge of finding a premium wine without the “first growth” price
tag may present a challenge. Premium Bordeaux has been a high commodity for hundreds of years, and Graves was the leading producing region
in the 1200’s along with the Blaye, Bourg, and the lower Dordogne and Garonne valleys. The Dutch were major players in the region throughout the
1700’s and made significant contributions to the region of Bordeaux by way of exporting, marketing, and produciton. It was the Dutch who drained the
marshes on the left bank of the Gironde making way for the premier Cabernet Sauvignon based wines we know today. In 1855, the classified growths,
ranging from first to fifth growth, were established in the Medoc. Politics were a major player in the classification system, and still are today. However,
as the years progressed, it has been discovered that there are great availabilities of very high quality Bordeaux that were never considered part of
the original classification due to non-ideal vineyard sites, chateau ownership, or monetary reasons. Climate change has also
influenced the region. Politics and causation aside, climatically, it has been shown that temperatures are rising which is
creating new opportunities in areas that were never considered before. In Bordeaux, the soils play a major role in defining
quality. On the left bank, the villages of Pauillac, St. Estephe, Margaux, St. Julien and Pessac Leognan are regarded as
the top villages due to their well-drained soils, moderate temperatures, and eastern exposure and protection from the
westerly winds and precipitation. On the right bank, St. Emilion and Pomerol are the leading
communes due to the diverse soil make-up and terroir suitable for Merlot and Cabernet
Franc. Pay attention to the high quality selections in the offer from Chateau Phelan
Segur, Chateau Monbrison, Chateau Baret, and Chateau Gaudin.

t 215.788.1300
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Chateau Baret
Pessac Leognan 2012

Chateau Deyrem Valentin
Margaux 2015

Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Pack & Size: 6/750mL

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 6/750mL

Château Baret, a very beautiful 18th century Carthusian monastery, is located
in the village of Villenave d’Ornon, at the gates of Bordeaux and in the vicinity
of the most prestigious properties of the Pessac-Léognan appellation. The Ballande
family, Bordeaux traders and ship-owners, acquired the property in 1867. During
the last twenty years, the vineyard, the vat room and the cellars have been
fully rehabilitated and refurbished. The wine is aged in oak barrels for about 12
months and the percentage of new barrels used is adjusted every year.

There has been a vineyard at Deyrem Valentin since 1730, and it is a superb site
for growing vines. Owned by Jean Sorge, this is just the sort of château that we
are always hoping to come across. A small, focused, family operation, whose
quality betters far more familiar names at a fraction of the price. The estate
covers 15.5 hectares, 13 hectares of AOC Margaux and 2.5 in Haut-Médoc AOC.
Elegant black cherry, kirsch liqueur and violets make for a fresh, balanced wine
that is unmistakably Margaux. A wine that will hold for over a decade and
develop beautifully, look for this to start pleasing in five or six years.

Chateau du Glana
Saint Julien 2014
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Chateau Gaudin
Pauillac 2011

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Chateau du Glana sits alongside the famous D2 “Route des Chateaux”, between
the villages of Beychevelle and Saint-Julien. An enviable location opposite the
elegant Ch. Ducru Beaucaillou, on deep gravel soils which are ideally suited to
growing Cabernet Sauvignon. The Chateau was built in 1870 and the original
5 hectare vineyard has been extended over the years to 44 hectares, by buying
plots from the 3rd Growth Ch. Lagrange – this is a serious vineyard. Everything
about the winemaking is a blend of the best bits of traditional and modern.
Temperature controlled fermentation, and 12 months aging in one third new oak
barrels.

Château Gaudin was a vineyard of 4 hectares when acquired in 1901 by Sieur
Gaudin. Today, it is a family-owned property of 11 hectares. Located in Pauillac
in the Gironde department, this vineyard enjoys a very privileged situation on
the gravelly ridges of the village of Saint-Lambert, surrounded by prestigious
vineyards. The vines average about 40 years of age. Brilliant color, intense, lovely
red fruits, silky and rich attack. Deeply colored with purple reflection. Fruity on
the nose, dominated by morello cherry and almond paste. Medium-bodied on
the palate, priority is given to the fruit. Turning more intense on the finish with
good tannins.

Chateau Marquis de Terme Fleur de Marquis de Terme
Margaux 2013

Chateau Monbrison Bouquet de Monbrison
Margaux 2015

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 6/750mL

Broker: Lestapis & Cie
Pack & Size: 6/750mL

Château Marquis de Terme is owned by the Sénéclauze family. This 39 hectare
property produces on average 13,000 cases per year. Located in the center of the
Margaux appellation, the property shares a similar climate to that enjoyed by
the Medoc: maritime, with the Gironde estuary & the Bay of Biscay combining
to act as a climate regulator & the coastal pine forests sheltering the vines from
the westerly & north-westerly winds.

The 21 hectare Margaux vineyard of Chateau Monbrison has a very long history
dating to the 19 century. Today, it is one of the leading wines in Margaux
appellation is planted to 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot, 15% Cabernet
Franc and 5% Petit Verdot. The terroir is sand and gravel based soils. The vines
are on average 40 years of age. The program for Bouquet de Monbrison typically
consists of 25% new wood, 50% one year barrels, 25% second year.

t 215.788.1300
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Mold is usually NOT good - but the harmless, and even beneficial, botrytis cinerea mold can be sublime. In the Graves AOP of Bordeaux it is
the catalyst in producing the world’s most sought after and famous late harvest and sweet wines. The Graves AOP contains a ‘First Growth’
red from Pessac Leognan (Haut Brion), as well as historical Premier Cru late harvest whites from the more southern villages of Sauternes,
Barsac and Cerons, and arguably the most infamous wine producing chateau of all, Chateau D’Yquem. The wines here experience a
perfect, moderate and generally humid environment that is perfect for the ‘noble rot’. Bordeaux itself is in a Maritime climate with Atlantic
influences coming in from the west and the North and coupled with the moderate temperatures that remain fairly constant year round with
very little diurrnal range and the long growing seasons the area is abel to get a nice, slow onset of botrytis that concentrates the suagrs of the
fruit creating amazign wines of depth, complexity and longevity. We’re lucky enough at Vintage Imports to have access to another famous
Premier Cru in the region, Chateau Rieussec. Do yourself a favor and taste history; see why this region was the most famous wine producing
appellation in all of Bordeaux for hundreds of years before the Medoc.

But surely you have room for dessert?
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Chateau Rieussec Carmes des Rieussec
Sauternes 2014

Chateau Rieussec
Sauternes 2012

Chateau Les Mingets
Sauternes 2013

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/750mL

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/375mL

Broker: JJ Mortier
Pack & Size: 12/375mL

Château Rieussec’s second wine is selected according
to the same standards as the first wine. Its character
consistently reveals a beautiful aromatic range
dominated by citrus flavors. Carmes de Rieussec’s name
is a reference to the Carmelite monks in Langon, who
owned the Rieussec estate in the 18th century. This rich
impressive wine is full of
ripe fruit and balanced
acidity. It has intensity,
sweetness and botrytis
rich enough to lend a
dry core. Drink from
2022.

Once belonging to the Carmelite monks in Langon,
Château Rieussec is now owned by Domaines Barons
de Rothschild (Lafite), since they purchased the estate
in 1984. The vineyard of Rieussec borders Fargues and
Sauternes, and adjoins Château d’Yquem. Rieussec is
one of the largest properties in Sauternes and Barsac,
covering 93 hectares of gravelly soil layered with alluvial
deposits.

The Guinabert family has owned Chateau Les Mingets
for many generations. It is now run by Pierre Guinabert
who is passionate about his vines and is former President
of The Sauternes Producers Association. His 7.5 hectare
plot produces 20,000 bottles of this wonderful sweet wine
made from the Semillon grape. The property is made
up of 12 plots of land, each with different exposure and
varying gravel and sand soils. This results in wines of
great richness and
consistency. A rich
and
concentrated
dessert wine from hand
harvested Semillon
grapes affected by noble
rot and matured in
oak barrique. It has
a
concentrated,
luscious character,
intense flavors of
caramelized fruits,
pear melon and
almond, rounded and
balanced by good
acidity on the finish.
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Notes & musings..
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